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political theory of the time that it is not political at
all but a jumble of ethics and economics, the only
answer to be made is that medieval life was a jumble of
ethical and economic relations and only political in a
rapidly growing but still quite minor sense. Should,
the critic object that we have no business to use the
words ' political theory J in connexion with Wycliffe
and thinkers of his type, the point might be conceded
and the words * social theory ' substituted.
The coming of the Renaissance flooded Europe with
ideas new to medievalism, but old to humanity. All
the traditions of Hellenism came sweeping over the
West and challenged often to destroy, the accepted
faiths of the Christian communities. Not only faiths,
but institutions as well-, went down before this unique
invasion, but the main fact to notice is that the Renais
sance, instead of checking or even mitigating the growing
cancer of capitalism that was eating away the old life
of guild and borough and manor, only served to aggravate
the scourge and to hasten its destructive work. ' It
follows logically that the education it instituted, which
was founded on a study of Greek and Latin, drew a
clear line of demarcation between the children thus
brought up, who were destined to hold the highest
social positions, and the others doomed to inferior
tasks or studies. It will therefore be understood that
the Renaissance influenced the condition of the workers,
It swelled the tide which was carrying society towards
class division ; it helped to separate still further the
tradesman and the manual worker ; and, above all, it
separated the artist and the craftsman, those twin
brothers, who till then had shared the same life and the
same ideals. ... In these days the craftsman remained
a working man, lost in the crowd, watching from afar
and from his lowly station his successful comrade, who

